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WELCOME TO THE
SPRING & SUMMER
2018 COLLECTIONS.
From the dawn of these two collections, we knew we were onto something great.
Murmurs around the office quickly grew into excitement as specs and sketches
jumped from computer to computer like wild salmon. We waded through fabric swatches
as though they were glades of creativity. When it came time for samples to arrive, even
our own expectations were exceeded.
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What lay before us was not just an assortment of hats, caps, and beanies, organized
neatly into two seasons. It was the start of something new, a fresh take on headwear and
an embodiment of what we do. A chance to meld our craft with our love of the outdoors,
resulting in dozens of styles, ready to serve their purpose atop the heads of innovators
and adventurers around the world.
Perhaps this is a romantic take on the design and manufacturing process, but we truly
believe that we make the best headwear available. It is with that in mind that we invite
you to indulge in the fruits of our labor. Season after season, Coal takes pride in the
collections we produce– that’s not changing now, or ever.

History

Mission

In 2002 a group of friends got together to start a company
that reflected their shared vision: headwear should be more
than an accessory. We saw an opportunity to provide the
market with accessories that took fit, fashion, and function
equally seriously, and looked at headwear as an extension
of you, your identity and your lifestyle. Design was—and
still is—the main factor of every style. From the color and
yarn / material type, to the way we brand each piece and
most importantly the fit and look when worn. Today we
continue to strive to create the best possible headwear out
there. It’s all about design, uncompromising attention to
detail, and superior components.

Coal was founded on the belief that headwear is more than
an accessory. It’s part of you, your identity, and your lifestyle. We build this idea into each of our designs by using
quality materials and exacting detail, and crafting styles that
are as unique as you are.
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The Hats

Spring 2018 Collection

The Tennessee

The Dex

The Tennessee is made in the USA and features an iconic “telescope” crown
shape
constructed from a stiffer variety of wool felt. The flat brim and classic
western bow headband treatment are an ode to westerns and the namesake of
this hat.
Sold individually by color / by size.

Wool felt.
Available in
S (55cm),
M (57cm), and
L (59cm)

This wool felt fedora features the iconic pinch front we’ve grown to love. What sets it apart
from the competition is the stylish leather band and a sturdier brim than our past offerings.
Sold individually by color / by size.

Available in
M (57cm) and
L (59cm)

Brown

Silver

Black
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Wool felt.

Black

The Atlas
This travel ready wool felt fedora is as versatile as a Swiss army knife.
Features a leather strap to roll up the hat for safe packing in rucksacks and
satchels worldwide. Made in the USA. Sold individually by color / by size.

Olive

Crushable
wool felt.
Available in
S (55cm),
M (57cm), and
L (59cm)

The Wayfarer

The Wayfarer’s stiffer brim and cotton canvas outer are designed with adventure in
mind. A leather chin cord, adorned with a wooden fastener bead, keep the hat secure
on your head and an enamel badge adds the subtle flair Coal’s known for. Sold individually by color / by size.

Cotton.
Available in
M (58.5cm) and
L (60.5cm)

Dark Olive

Black

Khaki

The Hats

Spring 2018 Collection

The Puget
Cotton.

From Mikonos to Mukilteo, the Greek fisherman styling of The Puget is a
timeless classic. Features a custom fit, cotton canvas outer, braided cord
at front and striped lining. Sold individually by color / by size.

Available in
M (58cm) and
L (60cm)

Khaki

Black
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The Spackler
An adventure hat outfitted in your choice of ripstop polyester or cotton. Venting
metal mesh grommets at side with an adjustable chin strap to cinch the hat securely.
Polyester ripstop colorways have beautifully stitched embroideries, while the cotton
colors feature a stamped leather patch. Sold individually by color / by size.

Polyester and
Cotton.
Available in
M (58.5cm) and
L (60.5cm)

Cotton:

Polyester:

Khaki

Charcoal

Blue

Black

The Hats

Spring 2018 Collection
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The Wilderness SP
The Wilderness SP - Everything you have come to love about our Wilderness cap made
even lighter and better for Spring 18. Our classic trucker fit, has been pared down, with
a new low density foam front, trimmed internally with printed taping, and featuring Coal’s
custom wildlife embroidery. Trimmed with a cord band across the front and woven Coal
label at the adjustable back. Sold individually by color.
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Black (Owl)

Navy (Bear)

Blue (Fish)

Forest Green
(Duck)

The Will
Sometimes seven panels are better than five. That was the attitude used to build the Will,
a shape from Coal that’s outfitted with a branded leather patch at the front and leather
strap back closure. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

Cotton blend.
OSFM

Navy

Grey

The Caps

Spring 2018 Collection

One of our favorite collaborations has returned for Spring
18. Our all-purpose, 5-panel cap presented in a true
DIY fashion: The Richmond 5-panel cap paired with a
specially sized bar of Otter Wax, created exclusively for
Coal. Otter Wax enables custom weatherproofing of your
cap through the simple application of a wax bar.
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The Richmond SE
The Richmond SE is a classic flat-brimmed 5 panel cap made of untreated
cotton canvas with lightweight mesh lining, taped seams, a subtle embroidered
logo at front and stamped leather strap back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

Black

Slate

Khaki

The Caps

Spring 2018 Collection
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The Swift
If you somehow traveled to the distant future, everyone would be wearing The Swift.
Technical fabrics and heat bonded taping make this athletic inspired cap a true
performer. A moisture wicking sweatband keeps your brow dry while the webbing
adjuster provides the perfect fit. Sold individually by color.

Stretch polyester.
OSFM

Coral
Grey

Navy

The Caps

Spring 2018 Collection

The R.L. Winston Rod Company has been dedicated to creating the finest quality fly fishing rods for over 85 years. Both
Coal and Winston have carved out a niche for themselves in
their respective markets as purveyors of quality goods. This
shared obsession for detail and versatility can be seen in the
timeless styling of The Winston SE. We hope you enjoy wearing it as much as we enjoyed making it.
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The Winston SE
The Winston SE is all the best parts of a Coal cap combined with the storied history
of the Winston Rod Co. Outfitted in cotton twill, with a shallow fit and a mesh insert
at the front. Taking inspiration from Winston Rod Co.’s archive the front patch features references from vintage advertisements. Finished with a golden brown leather
strap back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

Khaki

Black

The Caps

Spring 2018 Collection
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The Donner
More inspired by alpine lakes and ranges than cannibal settlers, The Donner’s mountaintheme direct embroidery art is a fresh take on a classic theme. A shallow fit and polyester
material are paired with a lightweight curved brim, front mesh insert and snap back
closure. Sold individually by color.

Olive

Polyester.
OSFM

Black

Grey

The Caps

Spring 2018 Collection

Long time friend and ambassador Scott Stevens teamed up with us to build
a signature cap. From the countless Instagram edits to the dog filled office
visits, seeing Scott is never dull. Working together on The Sleepy SE cap, we
built a fully custom piece designed to put up with the never ending gauntlet
of activities that Scott has going on.
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The Sleepy SE
Scott is rarely seen without a cap on his head, so we built an all-new silhouette from
the ground up with comfort and breathability in mind. The result is a structureless
5 panel built from lightweight stretch polyester. The front is adorned with a custom
Aussie patch and the interior features a collaboration label verifying authenticity.
Did we mention it comes in both royal blue and black? Sold individually by color.

Stretch polyester.
OSFM

Black

Blue

The Caps

Spring 2018 Collection

The Jones

The Yesler

Satisfy your cravings year round with The Jones. Built upon the fun spirited beanies of
past seasons, this all-new cap’s cheeky food inspired artwork will have heads turning and
mouths watering. Constructed with super soft cotton twill, and closed with a strap back for
unparalleled comfort. Sold individually by color.

Grey (Hot Dog)

Cotton.
OSFM

We’ve been doing this for 16 years, making the best hats in the business. Our classic
5 panel snapback returns in an updated rendition with a new cotton canvas outer, a
lightweight front panel backing and custom word mark embroidery. Sold individually
by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

Black (Pizza)
White
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Khaki
(Steak)

White (Cake)

The Classic
Inspired by athletic caps of years gone by with slightly shallow fit and classic
squared-off front panel shape. Fashioned out of wool blend twill with a timeless
embroidered patch. Finished with our signature woven label at the adjustable snap
back. Sold individually by color.

Heather
Grey

Spruce

White

Black

Wool acrylic
blend.
OSFM

The Hauler
Built from the ground up and utilizing our custom body, the Hauler is like your uncle’s
classic trucker cap: deep and roomy with a foam backed front panel. Outdoor inspired
logo patch and woven label at adjustable snap back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton and
poly mesh.
OSFM

Dark Khaki
Navy

Light Grey

Black

The Caps

Spring 2018 Collection
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The Eddie

The Swift Beanie

At Coal it’s no surprise that we love both ribbed knit beanies and recycling–
so much so that we constructed the Eddie with a heathered, recycled cotton
yarn, created from the scraps of the apparel manufacturing process. Made
in the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Oat
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Heather Grey

Black

The Carson
Look great, be seen, and keep dry in The Carson. Built on the idea that your best looking
beanie should also be your hardest working, this piece features moisture-wicking yarn, a
reflective patch, and our standard fit. Sold in three pack by color.

White

Brisk spring mornings shouldn’t put a damper on your routine. The Swift Beanie is designed
to provide just the right amount of protection from the elements whether you’re riding to
work or running the trails. A stretch polyester construction means the perfect fit and fun
colors are just visible enough to show the elements you mean business. Sold in three pack
by color.

Recycled cotton
blend.

Navy

Grey

Stretch
polyester.

Coral

Poly cotton
blend.

Black

The Beanies

Spring 2018 Collection

The Uniform

The FLT

A staple for everyday wear—a traditionally cuffed beanie with a custom
woven patch at the side. Offered in a rainbow of colors. Made in the USA.
Sold in three pack by color.

Sea
Blue

Pink
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Stone

Heather
Grey

Fine acrylic.

Golden
Rod

Black
Marl

The Scout
Marled rib knit construction and a camp inspired suede patch create the
vintage styling that make this classic cuffed beanie a must have. Made in
the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

One of our best selling unisex styles is a light weight classic that is perfect for year round,
everyday wear. The double sided label enables classic folded cuff style or modern, slightly
oversized fit. Sold in three pack by color.

Green

Hunter
Green

Black

Blue

Fine acrylic.

Heather Grey

Dark
Burgundy

Khaki

Charcoal

Black

Blue

The Beanies

Spring 2018 Collection

Fine acrylic.
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The Tennessee

The Meadow

The Tennessee is made in the USA and features an iconic “telescope” crown
shape constructed from a stiffer variety of wool felt. The flat brim and classic
western bow headband treatment are an ode to westerns and the namesake of
this hat. Sold individually by color / by size.

Wool felt.
Available in
S (55cm),
M (57cm), and
L (59cm)

Inspired by wildflower covered mountain valleys; we bring you The Meadow. With vintage nods
towards wilderness explorers of the past, this wool felt hat is fit for the female adventurer.
Featuring an all-new wool shape, stitched brim and a leather cord create a timeless aesthetic.
Sold individually by color.

Wool felt.
Available in
OSFM (57cm)

Silver

Walnut

Black

Black
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The Atlas
This travel ready wool felt fedora is as versatile as a Swiss army knife.
Features a leather strap to roll up the hat for safe packing in rucksacks
and satchels worldwide. Made in the USA. Sold individually by color /
by size.

Olive

Crushable
wool felt.
Available in
S (55cm),
M (57cm), and
L (59cm)

The Dex
This wool felt fedora features the iconic pinch front we’ve grown to love. What sets it apart
from the competition is the stylish leather band and a sturdier brim than our past offerings. Sold individually by color / by size.

Brown

Black

Black

The Women’s Hats

Spring 2018 Collection

Wool felt.
Available in M
(57cm) and L
(59cm)
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The Puget
From Mikonos to Mukilteo, the Greek fisherman styling of The Puget is a
timeless classic. Features a custom fit, cotton canvas outer, braided cord at
front and striped lining. Sold individually by color / by size.

Cotton.
Available in
M (58cm) and
L (60cm)

Khaki

Black

The Women’s Hats

Spring 2018 Collection
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TheWomen’s Beanies
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The Edith
When a rib knit beanie is made in the USA and features a subtle speckle
pattern, you know it’s going to be good. The Edith is designed with cool
evenings around the campfire in mind. Sold in three pack by color.

Navy

Plum

Acrylic blend.

Black

The Women’s Beanies

Spring 2018 Collection

The Eddie

The Julietta

At Coal it’s no surprise that we love both ribbed knit beanies and recycling–
so much so that we constructed the Eddie with a heathered, recycled cotton
yarn, created from the scraps of the apparel manufacturing process. Made in
the USA. Sold in three pack by color.

Oat
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Heather Grey

Recycled cotton
blend.

Our best selling women’s beanie, and it’s no wonder. The Julietta is an incredibly soft,
fine-knit, modern oversized beanie that looks and feels amazing. Trimmed with a suede
label at the side. Sold in three pack by color.

Black

Bluebell

The Mel
Suit up ladies: your Uniform is here. This softly knit, cuffed beanie features a new
women’s specific patch and just a slightly shorter fit compared to the Uniform. Sold in
three pack by color.

Coral

Mauve

Peppermint

Fine acrylic.

Purple

White

Cashmere-like
acrylic.

Charcoal

Black

Blue

The Women’s Beanies

Spring 2018 Collection
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The Hats

Summer 2018 Collection

The Rio

The Chester

Whether paddling the Rio Grande or exploring Rio de Janeiro, this outdoor
hat rises to the occasion. Its five panel body construction is outfitted with
flexible and light weight mesh side panels and a shade-making 3 inch
EVA brim. An adjustable drawcord keeps the hat securely in place as you
explore. Sold individually by color / by size.

Class up your summer with this all-new paper straw fedora. The Chester is a nod to a time
when brimmed hats and linen ruled the warmer months and Tiki drinks were the talk of
the town. Featuring subtle metal branding at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Polyester.
Available in
M (58.5cm) and
L (60.5cm)

Paper straw.
Available in
M (57cm) and
L (59cm)

White

Olive
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Grey

The Huck
Prized by lifeguards near and far, this wide brimmed straw hat will bring you shade and save
your sanity on sunny days. A drawcord keeps it aboard your noggin, while an ocean themed
patch matches the hot summer days. Sold individually by color / by size.

Light Brown

Straw.
Available in
M (57cm) and
L (59cm)

The Rapid
You won’t find us outside this summer without The Rapid. A new style for Summer
18, this technical bucket hat prioritizes comfort and sun protection. Fun colors
and strategic venting mean keeping cool and looking good go hand in hand. Sold
individually by color / by size.

Coral

Polyester.
Available in
S (56cm),
M(58cm) and
L (60cm)

Black

Natural

Blue

The Hats

Summer 2018 Collection
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The Caps

Summer 2018 Collection

The Nano
The Nano features an all-new seamless One Touch construction meaning less waste at
production and less hassle while wearing. A crisp Coal embroidery at front is paired with
a lightweight pre-curved brim and a webbing back adjuster for a streamlined headwear
experience. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
OSFM

Black

Navy
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The Wilds

The Provo

The Wilds is similar to the Wilderness SP but backed in contrast mesh featuring a snap back
closure. Everything you love about the Wilderness made even cooler (it’s mesh!). Iconic animals, earthy colors, and a reimagined construction turn one of our favorite caps into a breezy
summer trucker. Sold individually by color.

Olive (Snake)

Light Brown
(Fish)

Navy (Eagle)

Black (Rainbow)

Cotton and
poly mesh.
OSFM

This microfiber 5 panel features mesh side panels and a moisture wicking sweatband to cool
you off when the heat is on. Choose from solid black, vibrant color blocking or reflective splatter
print– all provide the recipe for a chilled out piece. Sold individually by color.

Blue

Turquoise

Polyester.
OSFM

Black

Charcoal

The Caps

Summer 2018 Collection

The Field
Quirky phrases meet classic illustrations on The Field. This outdoor themed ripstop cotton
cap features a mesh insert at inside front, 3D puff screen print and a YKK belt adjuster at
back. Sold individually by color.

Charcoal

Olive
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The Vista
Sometimes it’s hot and you have to drop the top. Next time you feel like skipping the cap or bucket hat, reach for The Vista. This all new visor features sea
to summit embroidered branding at front, athletic inspired construction and a
comfortable webbing closure for the perfect fit. Sold individually by color.

Black

Polyester.
OSFM

Cotton.
OSFM

Brown

Red

The Oasis
Whether you’re poolside with a tropical drink or chilling with the cacti, the Oasis is the cap
for summer. Soft twill is assembled into a shallow fitting structureless cap with a lightweight
pre-curved brim and a snap back closure. Embroidered with your favorite chill buds on the front.
Sold individually by color.

Cotton.
OSFM

Grey

Black

Stone

Pink

Mint

Olive

The Caps

Summer 2018 Collection

The Junior
This shallow fitting, structureless hat is adorned with reminders of your favorite pastimes.
Whether hunkered down in a van awaiting the best breaks, capturing your friends’ antics
on film, or keeping the fire stoked, the Junior’s classic cotton twill, round shaped crown,
merit badge style patches, and curved brim make the perfect companion. Sold individually
by color.
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Charcoal

Khaki

Black

Blue

The Anderson
This cap is like your favorite pair of well worn chinos. Super washed, broken in, and your go to
staple. Featuring a pre-curved, lightweight brim, for a truly custom fit. Subtly branded with a
C embroidered at front center. Finished with our signature woven label at the strap back. Sold
individually by color.

Navy

Cotton.
OSFM

Cotton.
OSFM

Stone

Olive

The Caps

Summer 2018 Collection

The Frank
Designed for long days and longer nights, this hardworking trucker has a crisp poplin front
with our new lightweight panel backing. A machine shop inspired patch adorns the front
and our signature woven label at the back lets followers know who made it. Sold individually by color.

Khaki
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Cotton and
poly mesh.
OSFM

Black

The Rambler
Hit the road in this spin on a classic. Utilizing our Hauler block, the cap has a squared-off
brim and custom ramblin’ patches. Mesh back and discreet woven label at adjustable snap
back finish it cleanly. Sold individually by color.

Cotton and
poly mesh.
OSFM

The Seneca
This female focused cap is a spin on a classic. Drawing inspiration from our slim foamy
trucker fit, we have customized the cap further, creating a shallower, smaller fit, with a
softly curved brim. A mountain vista print rests on super soft brushed twill with an adjustable snap back. Sold individually by color.

Cotton and
poly mesh.
OSFM

Navy
Black

Grey

Khaki

Olive

The Caps

Summer 2018 Collection

The Eugene
Retro styling meets 3D puff printing and contrast mesh for a vintage styled trucker
you won’t want to miss. Our new slimmed down, shallower trucker has an easy foam
front, and classic snap back closure. Sold individually by color.

Polyester.
OSFM

Olive
Navy

Black
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The Redmond
All mesh, all the time, this trucker cap is the perfect companion for warm weather trips
to the river or backyard barbecues with friends. Its full mesh construction and simple
logo patch solidify a place on your head for this breezy trucker this summer. Sold
individually by color.

Olive

Nylon polyester
and polyester.
OSFM

Black

The Caps

Summer 2018 Collection
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TheWomen’s Hats
Summer 2018 Collection
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The Women’s Hats

Summer 2018 Collection

The Sidney

The Piper

Be ready for summer fun and sun with the new women’s fedora. Our custom paper straw
is two subtle shades braided together, formed into a classic fedora crown. Trimmed with a
timeless grosgrain bow, and a metal label at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Paper straw.
Available in
S (56cm) and
M (58cm)

Make a warm sunny day better with a lovely wide brim hat. Crocheted paper straw is
molded into a rounded crown with a wide brim. Waxed cotton cord winds around, and
finished with a brass metal label at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Paper straw.
Available in
S (56cm) and
M (58cm)

Grey
Black

Natural

Natural
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The Chester

The Rapid

Class up your summer with this all-new paper straw fedora. The Chester is a nod to a time
when brimmed hats and linen ruled the warmer months and Tiki drinks were the talk of
the town. Featuring subtle metal branding at side. Sold individually by color / by size.

Paper straw.
Available in
M (57cm) and
L (59cm)

You won’t find us outside this summer without The Rapid. A new style for
Summer 18, this technical bucket hat prioritizes comfort and sun protection. Fun
colors and strategic venting mean keeping cool and looking good go hand in hand.
Sold individually by color / by size.

Polyester.
Available in
S (56cm),
M (58cm) and
L (60cm)

White
Coral

Light Brown

Black

Blue

The Women’s Hats

Summer 2018 Collection
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THE TECHNICAL
COLLECTION
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Spring & Summer 2018 Collection

The Palmer Hood
Looking to stay sun safe? From the Timberline glacier to the Zig Zag River
below, The Palmer Hood is sure to be the loose cut choice of summer snowboarders and anglers alike. UPF rating combines with stretch polyester for
unparalleled comfort and performance. Sold in three pack by color.

The Palmer Tube
Stretch
polyester.

Grey

Grey
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The Palmer Clava
Did you know that the sun on Mt. Hood in the summer is so intense it
doesn’t register on the UV index? Inspired by that jarring fact, we built this
all new UPF rated balaclava to guard not only those on the glacier, but sun
smart outdoor enthusiasts all over. Sold in three pack by color.

Navy

Initially designed with the glacier in mind, The Palmer Tube is as suited for wading the
river as it is for cruising the snowfield. This all new UPF rated tube is built with stretch
polyester and features repeated Coal branding on the front. Sold in three pack by color.

Grey

Stretch
polyester.

Stretch polyester
mesh.

Navy

The Swift Beanie
Brisk spring mornings shouldn’t put a damper on your routine. The Swift Beanie is
designed to provide just the right amount of protection from the elements whether
you’re riding to work or running the trails. A stretch polyester construction means
the perfect fit and fun colors are just visible enough to show the elements you mean
business. Sold in three pack by color.

Navy

Grey

Stretch
polyester.

Coral

Spring & Summer 2018 Collection

Glossary
Special Edition (SE)

Moisture Wicking Yarn

The letters SE are peppered throughout the collection. They identify styles that are
special projects with some of our favorite people. We have partnered with team riders,
artists, photographers and craftsmen to create unique styles that capture our
combined influences.

A new yarn engineered to increase your comfort during physical activity. The polyester/
cotton blend yarn has been developed to wick moisture so that you stay drier. This will
help to keep your head cool, on hot and sweaty days, or to keep you comfortable on rainy
and wet ones.

Stretch Polyester
This logo throughout our catalog indicates a Coal Considered style. Considered pieces are
classically inspired with a modern twist, where no detail is overlooked. In our Spring &
Summer 2018 Collections we are excited to introduce new limited edition collaborations,
as well as innovative designs and fine materials, from domestic wool felt to
recycled cotton.

USA Wool Felt
68
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Our US-made wool felt hats are made by a manufacturer that has been around for over
100 years. They have perfected the art of making wool felt fedoras, bowlers and other
highly crafted headwear. The wool they use comes from Texas and goes through a
rigorous process where the raw wool is first formed into loose cone shaped bodies. From
there the cones are treated with pressure and hot water repeatedly; this combination of
the pressure and heat begins to felt the wool fibers. The felt becomes tighter and denser
as the process continues. Once the bodies are ready for use they are blocked by hand,
the brims trimmed and shaped, and the final trims, lining and labeling applied.

This fabric has been strategically placed in styles to optimize the both fit and function.
The material is flexible and lightweight, layering well with helmets, caps and beanies.

Moisture Wicking Fabrics
The wicking properties of each fabric help absorb or draw off liquid: once absorption
occurs the moisture is spread out across the fabric so that the material dries faster.
This will help keep your moisture levels regulated on hot and sweaty days.

UPF
UPF stands for Ultraviolet Protection Factor. It’s generally used for clothing and
accessories designed for sun protection. Materials with a higher UPF rating are
better at protecting skin from the solar radiation. For example, a UPF of 50 equates
to one-fiftieth of the sun’s UV rays reaching the skin. Coal is proud to offer UPF 50
and 40 rated materials that both fall under the excellent rating.

USA Made Products
We are proud to make a variety of our products with US based suppliers, from beanies to
beautifully crafted wool felt hats to fun embroidered patches. Our vendors have shared
their time-honored techniques and expertise, providing us the opportunity to make top
quality products in the United States.

Recycled cotton
Our recycled cotton yarn comes from a mill that specializes in repurposing waste from the
apparel manufacturing process. The yarn is spun from re-milled fabric scraps and
clippings. The base color of the original material is retained therefore less dyes and
chemicals are used in the process. In addition the yarn has a heathered effect due
to the mix of different scraps.

Spring & Summer 2018 Collection

Double-sided Freestanding Rack

Wire Shelf

Single Hat Display

All new double-sided freestanding rack with metal frame, custom grid wall inserts with
interior panel, mirror header and self-leveling feet.

Wire shelf with branded bamboo badge can be
used on slatwall, mounted to any flat surface or
in conjunction with our freestanding rack.

Displays woven hats, caps and knits.

Can accommodate our original POP rack, slat wall hanger, wire shelf or a combination
for multiple merchandising options.

5.5" x 5.5" base / 14cm x 14cm

22" W x 14" D / 55.8cm W x 35.5cm D

Leg assembly can easily convert rack into a single-sided unit making
merchandising in small spaces or against a wall possible.
65" H x 28" W x 26" D / 165.1cm H x 75.1cm W x 66cm D
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Inflatable Hat Display
Displays woven hats, caps and knits.
7" x 6" base / 18cm x 15.25cm

Original POP Rack

Holds up to 20 beanies and can be
used on slat wall, mounted to any flat
surface or in conjunction with our
freestanding rack.

Slat Wall Hanger

11" long hanger with branded bamboo
end that can be used on slat wall or on
our freestanding display.

23.75" w / 60.3cm
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Spring Collection Overview

Summer Collection Overview

The Hats

The Hats

The Caps

The Caps

The Knits

The Women’s Hats

The Women’s Hats

Technical Collection Overview

The Women’s Knits
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Appreciation
Thanks to everyone who helps make Coal possible.

Credits
Photography:

Mark Welsh / markwelshphoto.com
Photography Pg. 45:

Mat Savage
Photography Pg. 52:

Myles Soderstrom

Trademark
Coal is a registered trademark of Coal
Headwear LLC.
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Thank you.

Sustainability
Coal promotes sustainability through the use
of recycled products, natural fibers and
biodegradable materials.

Offices
4917 14th Ave. NW
Seattle, WA 98107 USA
Ph. 206 632 1601
Fx. 206 932 0543
coalheadwear.com
info@coalheadwear.com
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